March 24th is only nine days off.

TRACK SEASON CLOSED (Continued from Page Two)

OTHERS WERE TAKEN TO HARVARD FOR COMPARISON, but none of them was better than the one there in the State Assembly.

The Mile Relay was won by each one of the greatest physical chemists in the country, with the exception of Technology, who will soon on "Physical Chemistry in America," and Dr. Richard's Harvard's sole Nobel prize winner in chemistry, whose talk will be "Harvard's A Special Car for the Technology delegation will leave Hayden Square in front of the library promptly at 7:30 o'clock.

March 24th is only nine days off.

To Arms!

"Now listen, girlie, you've been wondering what makes me feel so good lately; whence this store of quivering energy; this keenness of spirit; this spark in my eye. My dove, there could be but one answer—"

The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

"Tux" touches the spring that releases the punch—the live wire energy—the get-there spirit.

Smoke "Tux" for solid enjoyment, too—for the mellow richness and delicate fragrance of choice Burley, freed from harshness and 'bite' by the original "Tuxedo Process."

You can smoke "Tux" all day long, if you like, and get a new pleasure and satisfaction out of every pipetful.

You CAN EAT TUXEDO EVERYWHERE

Contract, grade, wrapped, 5c

Cigarette packs in any size, 5c, 10c

The American Tobacco Company

"WHEN IN NEED OF TRUST COMPANY SERVICE CONSULT THE OLD COLONY"

A single bank with three offices in different sections of Boston

Old Colony Trust Company

17 Court Temple Place

22 Boylston Street

"SOMEONE has been told that the T. C. A. Talk of March 24th was a failure. To hit this impression, there are some 1900 men at Technology. At a recent athletic event, the triangular gym meet between Harvard, Dartmouth, and Tech, there were over 200 spectators present. At least 5 of them were Tech men. Who knows why they came? Likely some of the other 1954 had work to do that night, or at any rate they were not interested enough to support it in a small way an from which is to say that the Gym T. C. A. are not to be blamed for failure. But when it comes to the pass that any of the T. C. A. who has not done something for the best interests of the Gym T. C. A., management, I would be too bad to blame it first hand for having it come to me in a roundabout way.

The remarks in question were that the Gym Team and its management, that nothing but a full column on the front page of "The Tech" would satisfy them. No, that is not the case. What the Gym Team also wants is the truth about its doing and not such hashed up article which does everything but convey the right idea.

A Tech husker was given the result of the recent Gym Meet. The Tech kindly distorted this to suit the place they had, but with the fact that the article was worse than useless in so far as the truth was concerned. The last Tech could have done much of courtesy to Brown would have had been to mention the wonderful all around man of Captain Matthias, who, by winning first place on the horizontal and parallel bars, second place on the rings, and third place in tumbling, practically won the single-hander for his team. This article failed also to mention Y. M. W. C. A., diffusion, G. W. A. Inglis, '93, who won another place on the parallel bars and the side horse.

The remark in question was that the Gym Team and its management, that nothing but a full column on the front page of "The Tech" would satisfy them. No, that is not the case. What the Gym Team also wants is the truth about its doing and not such hashed up article which does everything but convey the right idea.

To The Editor of The Tech:
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